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A

SCRAMBLE!

Standing Alert with the UPS Hot
Spares

FEATURES By JAN TEGLER on 4.22.15 Photo by JAN TEGLER

t precisely 2200 Zulu (7 PM EDT) on the night of March 31, we
sit down with eight aircrew members and a coordinator
around a long wood veneer table in a ready-room. A live

speakerphone on the table adds meteorologists and maintenance and
operations specialists from a nearby command center to the mix. A
briefing ensues. Flight crews are given weather information via the
meteorologists and a live CONUS (continental United States) weather
map projected on a large screen across the room. Each crew member
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scans a preflight information sheet, which includes fuel status and
weight and balance information for their assigned aircraft.

More
Original
Features

Moments before, we had been on the flight deck of a large twin-engine
jet, going through preflight procedures with one of the crews seated at
the table. After roughly six minutes, the brief is concluded and the
highly experienced pilots relax, some finding comfortable seats in the
ready-room, others checking into crew quarters nearby.

“I think the hardest thing, though it doesn’t happen too often, is when
you’re asleep and you’re called”, says Captain Lance Mussler. “You’ve
got to launch in 30 minutes. You’ve got to wake up and have your wits
about you. It’s important to be safe and you try to cover everything but
there’s pressure to get airborne.”

Mussler, along with First Officer Gary Bernard and the other aircrew are
on alert. But we’re not at a military air base. And the command center
on the phone wasn’t the NORAD (North American Aerospace Defense
Command) Integrated Command Center at Peterson Air Force Base in
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Hot-spare aircraft
and crews are on
alert to “protect”
inbound and
outbound “Next
Day Air” volume.

Colorado Springs.

We’re in Louisville, Kentucky at the UPS Worldport,
the largest fully automated package handling
facility in the world and the main air hub for the
shipping and logistics behemoth in the United
States.

Bernard, Mussler and a rotating roster of company
pilots are on-alert every night of the year — not to
intercept unidentified aircraft penetrating the

nation’s Air Defense Identification Zones — but to rescue “volume”,
assuring that the package you sent or are expecting via UPS gets to you
on time.

They’re part of the UPS “hot-spares” program, a contingency operation
with roots extending back to the late 1980s, a handful of years after the
shipping giant entered the global air freight business. How and by whom
the program was created has faded from corporate memory but there’s
little doubt it was modeled after the US Air Force’s alert force,
exemplified by the fighter-interceptors of Air Defense Command during
the Cold War and today’s NORAD structure.

The basic idea is simple. Hot-spare aircraft and crews are on alert to
“protect” inbound and outbound “Next Day Air” volume, which amounts
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to nearly 1.6 million packages coming to Worldport (primarily) from
collocated UPS air hubs and sort-hub facilities domestically and
internationally every night.
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Packages gathered at 11 air hub/sort facilities across the US and beyond
at 9:00 p.m. start arriving in Louisville near 11:00 p.m. The airspace
over Louisville International Airport literally lights up as an average 105
jets (nearly half of UPS Airlines’ 237-jet fleet) land over the course of the
next three hours.

During that period, a dizzying flurry of well-choreographed sorting takes
place in the 5.2 million-square-foot Worldport sort-hub. Standing in the
small-package section of the gigantic facility just after midnight with
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Crews never
know exactly

where they may
end up when

launched, but
given the aircraft

type they’re
assigned they

have a good
idea.

hundreds of thousands of parcels whizzing around us on conveyor belts
we felt as if we were adrift in a river of freight. In less than three hours
those packages would be sorted and loaded onto aircraft for the
outbound leg of their 24-hour journey to your doorstep.

But during the airborne portion of that odyssey, anything can happen.
That’s why hot-spares aircraft and aircrew are on alert. “Most
commonly, we launch hot-spares because of aircraft breaking or due to
weather”, Steve Merchant, UPS Contingency Department Manager, tells
me.

Just behind where we’re conversing,
through a large glass window, is the
UPS command center. Dozens of air
freight coordinators, crew schedulers,
flight-planners, meteorologists,
maintenance reps and Contingency
Department specialists sit in a huge
darkened room in front of banks of
computers surrounded by jumbo
monitors mounted on walls.

“But it can be anything”, Merchant
continues. “Late-arriving volume,
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additional volume during peak seasons, a crew member falls during a
preflight walk-around and hits his head, potato beetles infesting planes
— we’ve even had a mouse in the cockpit.” All are reasons to launch
one of the four types of hot-spare aircraft (Boeing 757 and 767, Airbus
A300 or MD-11) on hand in Louisville. But launching a hot spare is never
done lightly.

“Contingency has to evaluate the best course of action before we
launch a hot”, Merchant stresses. “What resources do we have
available? First, what’s in the sky? What’s close by to any contingency?
Then we look at what’s on the ground. Do I have crews that can crew
that aircraft sitting on the ground? Then we ask, what ferry flights might
we have in the sky? What existing flights are in the sky? What’s my
next course of action?”

Once all other options are exhausted, the command center calls flight
control and a hot spare appropriate to handle the size and volume of
packages (narrow-body or wide-body) to be rescued is scrambled.

30 minutes after the briefing is over several loud tones echo through
the ready room. Pagers are squawking and Julie Hollkamp, Lead
Coordinator of Next Day Air, runs to a phone. Captain Mussler and First
Officer Bernard (we watched them preflight earlier), manning the Airbus
A300, perk up but realize the alert is not for them.
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In 2014, UPS
scrambled 275 hot
spares, recovering
1.5 million
packages for about
$32 million in
revenue and a 90
percent effective
on-time delivery
rate.

An MD-11 in Dallas has a maintenance issue. During preflight, the
aircrew discovered a problem with the captain’s side of the windshield.
The freighter isn’t going anywhere until maintenance solves the
problem. Hollkamp gets the MD-11 alert-crew moving. Time is critical if
the hot spare is to get to Dallas, rescue the cargo — up to 207,000
pounds of it — from the broken MD-11 and get back to Louisville in time
for it to be sorted and head outbound.

“Typically we head right to the crew vans from
here”, ex-Maryland Air National Guard C-130 pilot
Bernard explains. “If we’re awoken, we call Julie
and ask what’s up. They tell us where we’re going
and give us our block-out time. We head to the
airplane. It’s already fueled and preflighted.
Shortly after we get there the flight plan is
delivered. We look it over and sign it. The load
plan’s already there. Then maintenance shows up.
We get everything ready and off we go!”

Crews never know exactly where they may end up
when launched, but given the aircraft type they’re
assigned they have a good idea.

“The distances we travel are typically within an hour and a half from
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Louisville because that’s the time frame for when the scheduled aircraft
would launch from other sort facilities for Louisville, between 10:00 p.m.
and 11:30 p.m. for the Midwest launches”, 27-year UPS veteran Mussler
notes. “Given that time limitation, you know there are five or six
destinations you could be headed to.”

Since 2001, NORAD has launched fighters to respond to more than
5,000 possible air threats around the US, averaging just over 350
scrambles per year. In 2014, UPS scrambled 275 hot spares, recovering
1.5 million packages for about $32 million in revenue and a 90 percent
effective on-time delivery rate.

“We have timelines we have to hit”, Steve Merchant emphasizes. “We
know when a package has to be at a certain place. That’s what this
whole program is designed to support.”

As Bernard and Mussler cheerfully tell us: next time you’re salivating for
that gotta-have cell phone you ordered from a major online retailer
yesterday, think of the UPS hot spare crews on alert while you sleep –-
ready to scramble!
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Next Up

A VISIT TO SANBORN CANOE CO.

From Woodworking Novices to
Canoe Paddle Pros
Sanborn Canoe Company has quickly become one of the darlings of the outdoor
industry. But behind the lumbersexual appeal, the owners are just Minnesotans at
heart.

MORE: FORAGING IN SCOTLAND

THE KIWI  CAN DO

Foraging in Fiordland with the
Chef of Redcliff
Chef Ryan Murray of The Redcliff in Te Anau took us out for a day fishing. We didn't
catch anything, so he invited us to his home and cooked up something better.
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WHAT'S NEW, NOW

Today in Gear: May 14,
2015
Adidas and Palace SkateBoards team up again, Vice's new Pro Plus golf ball,
surgical-grade field knives and more.

23
Backpacks
for Every
Style and
Budget
A different kind of
everyday carry.

Cars of the
Corporate

ON THE DOCKET
How to Remove Scratches

from Your Watch Face
The full guide on a DIY fix.

Take Back 30 Minutes
Each Day

Tips for gaining back life's most precious
resource.

Is Fine Dining Dead?
A 19-year-old restaurant responds.

Inside the World's Most
Sustainable Fishing

Practice
Fishing for a nation's best, one catch at a time.

Adam Senatori's Aerial
Photography Goes Big

Hi-res at hi-altitude.

How to Make: Wagyu

The Briefing
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STAFF PICKS

THE BUCK STOPS HERE

How to Say No Politely
Patricia Fitzpatrick, founder of the Etiquette School of New York, gives a crash
course in the polite no. (It's more than just saying "sorry" afterwards.)

Corporate
Ladder
These sedans bring the
office party, no matter
what your title.

Your 2015
Summer
Reading
List
10 newly released or yet-
to-be-released books to
keep on your shortlist.

How to Make: Wagyu
Brisket Like a Pro

Transform a cheaper cut into a knockout dish.

8 Rugby Shirts Worthy of
the Scrum, Trail or Home

Tough shirts that don't tear or wear.

Why You Should Carry
Luggage By Hand

Shed the training wheels.

Craft's Most Important
Beer

Defining the American craft lager.

The Complete Guide to
2015's Best Summer

Movies
The reboots, new installments, and fresh faces

of blockbuster season.

5 Trucks Making a Case
for the Mid-Size Pickup

Keeping up with the big boys.
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SO MUCH FOR DRAB

10 Military Field Jackets to
Sport on the Streets

WE ASKED AND YOU ANSWERED.

15 Best Day Hikes: Readers'
Choice Edition

CAN THIS HOG FLY
ON?

THE PERFECT FRIED
EGG

SPEND $60, GET
KILLER SHADES
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Feature Story

The field coat has a long-standing pedigree in military history. Here are 10
iterations that look good enough to wear every day.

Here they are: the 15 best day hikes, as told by you, our readers. All of the words
and images below are straight from your submissions.

Today's Contents
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DRESS BETTER, ONLINE AND OFF

3 Online Custom Shirt Makers,
Tested
The internet claims it can make a shirt better than your tailor. We tried three online custom shirts to see
if the claim and the fit rang true.

MORE: STYLE ADVICE FOR SUMMER
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LATEST STORIES

GEAR PATROL®
The Spirit of Adventure

MORE: GEAR NEWS

WHAT'S NEW, NOW

Today in Gear: May
14, 2015
Adidas and Palace SkateBoards team up again,
Vice's new Pro Plus golf ball, surgical-grade field
knives and more.

MORE: ANOTHER UNIQUE METHOD

SEEING OBJECTS ANEW

Nick Veasey’s
Large-Scale X-Ray
Photography
From a former spy station in the English
countryside, Nick Veasey dissects everyday
objects with his X-ray generator. MORE: PHOTOGRAPHY KIT

GO BIG, PACK SMALL

Essential Gear for
Heli-Skiing
Heli-skiing in Western Canada is about as good as
skiing gets. Here's the gear we used get the
most out of our week on the mountain.

MORE: GUIDE TO SURVIVAL GEAR

BE THY OWN HEALER

How to Dress Your
Own Wounds
It's not a question of "if" you'll get hurt, but
"when" and "how badly". Here's how to take care
of those wounds.
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